
A PROGRAM OF CREATIVE & COMMUNITY 
EVENTS TO ANIMATE REDFERN
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SYDNEY CONTEMPORARY

Art  Stall
Thanks to the generosity of philanthropic supporters and 
Sydney Contemporary Art Fair, 107 Projects has been 
asked to curate a selection of works to exemplify its 
interdisciplinary creative spirit. The stall includes works 
by 107’s artists-in-residence Rosie Deacon, Tully Arnot 
and James Harney, volunteers and past exhibitors Dr 
Catherine Carr, Andrew Grant and Amaya Lang, and a 
live music listening booth from New Sound Waves.

10 SEPT–13 SEPT | TICKETED EVENT

After Party
You’re invited to browse a selection of international 
musical talent from across the Pacific-Rim and beyond. 
This event is the latest and most exciting addition to a 
line-up of increasingly influential fairs around the world. 
* You will encounter weeks of labour condensed into 
a consumable experience. * You will compare the 
exchange value of many products with minimal effort.
* You will have the opportunity to financially support 
artists according to your affective preferences.

10TH SEPT |  8.30–11.30PM | FREE: RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

Beauty Sleep
In partnership with 107 Projects, artist, musician and 
former editor of contemporary music/art magazine 
World’s Only, Megan Alice Clune has curated a 
selection of performances about sleeping featuring 
acclaimed Sydney-based artists as a special prelude 
party experience on 107 Projects’ Rooftop for Sydney 
Contemporary ticket holders. 

8TH SEPT| 8.30–10PM  | SYDNEY CONTEMPORARY TICKET HOLDERS 
- RSVP REQUIRED: RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

Image credit: Kiss Me Koala Superbabes, Rosie Deacon

CHAIR’S MESSAGE It is with pleasure and excitement, that I introduce 
our inaugural 107 Presents, a six month celebration of emerging and experimental 
creative initiatives. This specially curated program evidences and supports the diversity, 
inclusiveness and new vitality which underpins this special place, Redfern, and speaks 
to its renewal. We look forward to welcoming you to our space, our neighbourhood and 
our community. Engage with us in conversation, join with us in festivity and through 
appreciation and reflection on the works of our amazing and talented artists, explore 
your own creativity. As a registered charity, 107 Projects is particularly grateful to 
our partners and supporters for their encouragement and confidence in our vision and 
acknowledgement of the value of our work. I look forward to meeting you.

Mary Lynne Pidcock | Chair

CALENDAR

Printed by our neighbour A1 Green House Printing

DATE NAME TYPE TICKETING

8TH SEPT BEAUTY SLEEP PERFORMANCE RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

10TH SEPT SYDNEY MUSIC PERFORMANCE FREE

10TH–13TH SEPT ART STALL VISUAL ART VISIT : 107PROJECTS.ORG/107-PRESENTS

16TH–27TH SEPT SYNC 3 VISUAL ART OPENING SEPT 16TH : RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

16TH OCT CURATE ME FORUM RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

21ST OCT CULTURE AND CONVERSATION STORYTELLING RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

14TH NOV KINO 100 SCREENING VISIT : 107PROJECTS.ORG/107-PRESENTS

19TH–21ST NOV GANG OF SHE PERFORMANCE VISIT : 107PROJECTS.ORG/107-PRESENTS

28TH NOV ELECTROFRINGE MUSIC VISIT : 107PROJECTS.ORG/107-PRESENTS

6TH DEC MUSICA VIVA: THE SOUSAPHONICS MUSIC RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

7TH FEB MUSICA VIVA: ZEEKO MUSIC RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

12TH  FEB CDR MUSIC VISIT : 107PROJECTS.ORG/107-PRESENTS

5TH MAR AUDIO CRAFT FORUM VISIT : 107PROJECTS.ORG/107-PRESENTS

6TH MAR MUSICA VIVA: THE CHAMBERMAIDS MUSIC RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

23RD MAR CULTURE AND CONVERSATION STORYTELLING RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

2ND APR OPEN 107 FESTIVAL FREE

Tickets bought online incur a small booking fee.



SYNC3 SYNC3 charts the practices of emerging and established media artists exploring 
human and post-human digital teleologies, the post-internet aesthetic and the resurgence 
of faux vintage appeal. Through their engagement with both obsolete and emergent 
technologies contributing artists present new works that consider the possibilities of our 
existence in a post-electronic age. The two week program includes, performances, a curated 
screening program and a public exhibition.
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16 SEPTEMBER OPENING: 5PM–8PM | EXHIBITION: 17–26 SEPTEMBER | FREE: RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

CULTURE & CONVERSATIONWhen was the last time you had a yarn 
around a fire under the stars in Redfern? YARN & Sixty Thousand are curating two nights of 
music, art, poetry and stories by local elders, to bring people together in a safe space and 
celebrate the oldest continuing culture in the world. Spaces for these special events are very 
limited - entry is by donation BUT you need to reserve your spot! 

21 OCTOBER + 23 MARCH | 6PM–9PM | ENTRY BY DONATION |  LIMITED CAPACITY: RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG 
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Genderator Sissy Reyes and Jorge Mansillas 2015 (image courtesy of the Artist)

Warawi by Kerry Kerley(image courtesy of the Artist)

CURATE MECurate Me invites the leading curatorial minds in Sydney to discuss 
their experiences and share their views on; What is the importance of curating? and, What 
principles inform curatorial inspiration? 

Speakers | Jess Scully (Vivid Ideas) | Jamie Dawson (Sydney Opera House) | Eliza 
Sarlos (Underbelly), Beatrice Gralton (Carriageworks) | Brianna Munting (NAVA) 
MC: Nerida Ross (Two Up)
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16 OCTOBER | TALK 3PM–5PM, FOLLOWED BY NETWORKING + DRINKS | FREE: RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

GANG OF SHEBorn out of a desire to simultaneously celebrate and challenge 
bodies, beauty, space and time - Gang of She are a performance collective that harness 
drag, surrealism, disco, theatre and queer histories of decadence as dissent to talk back to a 
world that both frustrates and inspires. Video, photographic, sculptural, installation and GoS 
merchandise will adorn the GoS world as each gang member’s personal histories and ethos 
vibrate together to create the gang whole.PE
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19–21 NOVEMBER | 6–10PM |  $10
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ELECTROFRINGE 2015. A one-day showcase that brings together the best new 
experimental electronic and technology-based art and performance. Australia’s most exciting 
emerging electronic artists will be present with their works, providing you with an opportunity 
to explore, engage and learn first hand about each project in an interactive exhibition event. A 
stream of experimental electronic performance will also run throughout the day and late into 
the evening at 107’s Performance Space.
28TH NOV | EXHIBITION: DONATION FROM 1PM–7PM | PERFORMANCES: $10 FROM 7PM–11.30PM | RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG

KINOJoin Kino Sydney to celebrate our 100th screening of local filmmaking: a night 
packed with live music, performance artists, workshops, idea exchange, giveaways, and, of 
course, short films and pizza. You will be able to take part in live filmmaking, vote in our 
audience award, contribute to our exquisite corpse screenplay, check out an exhibition of Kino 
photography, or dance the night away.

14TH NOVEMBER | 6PM | $15
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CDR (Create, Define, Release) is a global concept and not-for-profit organisation that 
works to aid electronic music education and advancement. This social event brings together 
music producers, artists and thinkers passionate about creating opportunities to share the 
process of music production. Artists can share new, unreleased music and works in progress 
to be aired in a club environment over a superb soundsystem. Submit online or in person on 
CD/USB - artists can be signed, unsigned, world-famous or, as yet, undiscovered. 
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12TH FEBRUARY | 7.30PM | FREE | RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG 

MUSICA VIVA In a rare opportunity, 107 Presents, in collaboration with Musica 
Viva, brings Live Performance Plus ensembles into the community, for kids, teens and families 
to experience the best musicians from around the country, performing an entertaining and 
eclectic mix of chamber music, toe-tappin’, shoe-shufflin’ festive carnival music and sounds 
of the environment, music inspired by butterflies, frogs and chickens!  6 December (10.30am) 
| The Sousaphonics |  7 February (11am) –Zeeko | 6 March (11am) –The Chambermaids
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1 HOUR PERFORMANCE | FOR YOUNG PEOPLE & FAMILIES| FREE | RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG



AUDIOCRAFTis a day for radio producers, podcasters and documentary storytellers 
to come together and talk, listen and learn about making great stories with sound. Panels 
and workshops will be led by innovators in public, community and independent radio. We’ll 
explore narrative techniques, podcasting nuts and bolts, creative sound design, the rules of 
making good radio and when to break them. It’s a day for sharing skills and ideas, and will 
wrap up with a round of drinks with new friends chatting excitedly about creative projects.
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5TH MARCH | EARLY-BIRD TICKETS 1ST NOV. $75/$50 CONC. UP TO 31ST DEC. THEN $85 / $60 CONC. TO 5 MAR

NICK COYLE’S MYSTERY SHOW Two nights in February. One 
mystery. A night of comedy, wonder and surprises. Will you come? So, so clever and easeful 
a comedy, you’ll feel deep-down belly laughs and irrepressible cackles the whole way 
through. A strange, winding trip into the faux-”feelgood” world of new age healers and and 
self-impressed meditation teachers that will actually, oddly, leave you feeling refreshed and 
rejuvenated. Well worth it! Quote from Random Audience Member | Edinburgh Festival 2015
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18th + 19th of Feb | 8pm | $15

Tom Keukenmeester, born in Adelaide, is an emerging Australian Artist working mostly in 
painting and drawing. Tom returned to Australia in 2013 to begin working as a professional 
artist after over three years of traveling for work and study. During his travels Tom continuously 
developed his self-taught artistic skills, working mostly in painting and drawing. Tom’s work 
has been shown in galleries and exhibitions across Australia.
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The dedicated studios at 107 Projects provide space for individuals of any creative discipline 
to develop their practice immersed in a rich and varied artistic environment. These subsidised 
workspaces not only offer the residents the physical space to make but also access to events 
and professionals from all arts sectors that utilise the spaces available at 107 Redfern Street. 

The 10 studios are available for short and long term, shared or singular residencies. Current 
artists; Kate Campbell, Sky Wagner, Andrew Haining, Esther Chung, Tully Arnot, James 
Harney, Alex Clapham, Candice Towne, Rosie Deacon, Josh Gilchrist, George Hathway, and 
Lily Plasto.

107 PRESENTS ARTIST RESIDENCY GRANT
107 Projects is thrilled to launch an artist residency grant, open to emerging and established 
professional artists and creative thinkers from all disciplines, individually or in groups. The 
inaugural installment will offer financial and in-kind opportunities to artists who identify as 
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander.

Artists will receive the support of 107 Projects’ curatorial and management team, access to 
our flexible creative workspaces and connect with the melting pot of 107’s resident artists 
and audiences. 

Expressions of interest are now open, visit: 107projects.org/residency

A SOUTH AUSTRALIAN FLAVOUR COMING TO 107 PROJECTS



OPEN 107 offers a day of free programmed presentations, performance, workshops 
and guided tours of 107 Projects’ entire creative spaces. Find out what goes on behind the 
scenes and meet resident artists and organisations; explore and enjoy a bite to eat and a 
drink with friends.

2ND APRIL| 10AM-11PM | FREE | RSVP@107PROJECTS.ORG
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Communities thrive through creativity and social engagement. This is central to the foundation 
of 107 Projects; likewise, we see this as part of what makes Redfern a unique place. You meet 
down to earth local people, many who have lived and worked within the community for years, 
connecting together on the streets or in the increasing array of cafes, bars, restaurants and 
independent businesses. 

As you alight at Redfern Station and walk down Redfern Street, you immediately get this 
sense of welcome, with vibrant activities along this central thoroughfare leading you to the 
green expanse of Redfern Park. Redfern’s charm comes from its village nature to how the 
neighbourhood thrives and supports residents and visitors. Quite a special find, so close to 
the hustle and bustle of the city. Redfern has diversity and culture at its heart, historical 
significance and stories throughout. There is much to find, see and experience - Redfern 
welcomes you with a smile.

REDFERN PRECINCT While in Redfern, 
visit local supporters of 
107 Presents...

 Woolpack Hotel— 229 Chalmers St.  | Ambour Hardware— 93a Redfern St.

George Vallis Optometrist— 128 Redfern St.  | The Dock—  182 Redfern St.

Bean + Berry— 89 Pitt St.  | Roger Shoe Repairs—  88 Redfern St.

Tudor Hall Hotel— 90 Pitt St.  | Mickey’s Fruit & Veg—  86 Pitt St.

The Bearded Tit— 183 Regent St.  | Pitt St. Diner— 96 Pitt St.
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107 Projects thanks its partners for their 
support and contribution to 107 Presents.

 
We love events that give our city an edge.

Principal Project Partner

Beverage Partners

Program Partners

107 Redfern Street, Redfern • 107projects.org | Travel Better • Bus 305, 308, 309, 310 • Train – Redfern Station • Ride • Walk


